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Introduce  

(IELTS) Preparation Course & Practice Test 

International English Language Testing System is designed to evaluate the language 

ability of candidates to work or study english. It is widely recognised around the world by 

many universities, employers, professional bodies, immigration authorities and government 

agencies.  

INTRODUCE  

PREPATION COURSE  

RESOURCE SECTION  

PRACTICE TEST SECTION 

ANSWER AND FEEDBACK 

IELTS consist of four modules: 

 Listening 

 Reading 

 Writing 

 Speaking 

Preparation Course 

The IELTS preparation course and practice test on CD-ROM closely follows the structure of 

the actual IELTS exam. 

When you open the CD-ROM, the first thing you well see is; 

 INTRODUCTION start 

 LISTENING MODULE start 

 READING MODULE start 

 WRITING MODULE start 

 SPEAKING MODULE start 



 PRACTICE TEST start 

After that, you can choose your own route through the other modules, but we recomended the 

modules in the order that they appear in the IELTS exam; listening, reading, writing, and 

finally, speaking. 

Resource Section 

Remember that the IELTS exm consist of four modules, or subtest : listening, reading, 

writing and speaking. 

1. Listening Module 

Exam Tips: 

 Learn to recognise the phrase and changes in the pitch 

 Listen carefully for speakers changing their opinions or for other people 

correcting. 

 You must also make sense of what you hear. 

 Make prediction 

 Summary completion 

 Facts and submit your opinion 

2. Reading Module  

Exam Tips: 

 Directly 

 Read the complete and give your reason 

 Start by reading the title of a text. 

 Topic sentences 

 Difficult question 

 Answer all question 

 When you meet a difficult word, to help you deduce its meaning. 

3. Writing Module 

Exam Tips: 

 Read the question and identify its key points. 

 Reader of your writing. 

 Do not write less 

 Practise 

 Answer the question 

 Check your spelling 

 Clearly organised and clearly linked 

 Target your errors. 

4. Speaking Module 

 Become familira with the structure of the speaking test and the type of 

interaction 

 Speak clearly 

 Be positive, informative and as intersting 



 Give full asnwer 

 You are assessed on your fluency and coherence. 

 Answer the question 

 Learn the language. 

Practice Test Section 

You must answer for the question, after that you discussion with your group and presentation 

for the class. 

Conculsion 

So i think IELTS is a comprehensive and integrated course on CD-ROM that follows the 

structure of the offcial IELTS examination. The course is followed by a complete practice 

test. The study guide is designed to give candidates additional support. 

So, they can support you to english international, and to be perfect english language for work 

and speak your friend. IELTS  introduce for our to be very smart and we have character 

special from international english language test sytem and can be used it for our and modern  

world. In this IELTS we learn about grammar, vocabulary, gerund, modals, and sentences. 

Aims of the course : 

 To familiarise candidates with the structure, contenst and procedure of the IELTS 

exam. 

 To practise essential strategies and skills needed for the exam. 

 To give candidates effective feedback, support and guidance to prepare them for the 

exam, and for their future studies. 

 To help candidates predict their potential band score in the official IELTS exam. 

The course and practice material consist of: 

 CD-ROM 

 Self-Study Guide 

 Optional tutor support. 


